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Abstract
A new pedagogy is required in the curriculum
reform movement of medical education. The
most effective pedagogy for anatomy is when
students work in dyads. Dyads were given the
task of producing well-made videos to help
students grasp contiguous structures in 3D. Dyad
pedagogy provided feedback and assistance,
i.e., the producer worked one-on-one with
Downstate's Anatomy Director, intranet specialist,
and student narrators. Production drew on
Bloom's taxonomies of learning. Delivery was
labor intensive because dyads had to synthesize
a large volume of material, often from internet
resources at Downstate and elsewhere, then
create comprehensive and comprehensible
videos. The clips were offered to the first year
medical class via SUNY Downstate's intranet
PRIME system. Activity logs showed over 50% of
the class viewed videos, and multiple hits (>2)
from single individuals pointed to more than
passing curiosity, and perhaps a learning intent.
Usage levels increased coinciding with the
approaching midterm exam, indicating active
utilization of the videos as a study tool. Informal
surveys of the class refined the conceptualization
of the videos: they ought to be succinct,
dynamic, and visually intelligible.

The Dyads
IT Specialization

Results

Brett Laurence & Adam Blumenberg The
dyad selected the most efficient
software to capture, compress and
make accessible the video files.

Samuel Marquez & A. Blumenberg

The pair decided which were the
most important learning issues and
strategized the best methods to
convey the information.

Student Narration

Anatomy Education

Student Narrators & Adam Blumenberg
The duos scripted, rehearsed and shot
the raw footage which the filmmaker
would edit into the final product.

Video Production
Before Recording
-The filmmaker carefully framed the shot to
avoid need for disorienting camera movement.
- Narrators briefly rehearsed gestures to ensure
a clear and unobstructed view.
- Both identified structures to guarantee quality
of presentation.

Editing
- Enhanced contrast to clarify all structures.
- Color isolation to emphasize specific topic.
- Text matches audio to highlight naming.
- “Umms” removed to maximize fluidity.

The Beginning...

Techniques
- Garbage matte is used to trace the structure
on screen and apply color emphasis, etc.
- Layering and chroma key allow for composite
images, e.g., a color image with B&W sections.
- Contrast and tint are used to enhance color.

The data indicate consistently increasing usage
as the exam drew near, with a maximum on the
day before the test. The average usage growth
was 5.2 viewers per day. The usage logs also point
to repeated viewings (n>2) from individual
students.

Discussion
The data combined with informal surveys of
student users shows the utility of high quality
prosection videos. The use of dyad pedagogy
instilled the project with an element of selfoptimization , thereby improving successive videos.
Dyad pedagogy enabled extraordinary learning
by the students who developed the resource and
by those who accessed it for study. As each video
was created the process evolved and adapted to
optimize clarity, accessibility and succinctness.

